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1. The structure and classification theory of semisimple complex Lie alge
bras is extended to a class of infinite dimensional Banach-Lie algebras. The work 
abandons the use of a bilinear form, generalizing instead the notion of a compact 
form. 

Following Bonsall and Duncan [1], an operator T on a Banach space is 
called Hermitian if |exp(/Yr)| = 1, t E R. A complex Banach-Lie algebra E with 
involution * is called symmetric if Vx E E, x = **, the operator ad x E B(E) 
given by the left regular representation is Hermitian. If E is a symmetric Lie 
algebra then {x E E: x* = -x} is a natural analogue of a compact form. A 
Cartan subalgebra M of E is a maximal selfadjoint abelian subalgebra. Roots are 
defined as usual: a E M' is a root of E if the root space E (a) = {x E E: [h, x] 
= a(h)x VA E M} ¥* {0}. The maximality of M implies £(0) = ^> and for 
each nonzero root a, E(pc) is one dimensional. 

A pair (E, M ) is called chromatic if E is a semisimple symmetric Lie alge
bra with [E, E] dense in E, M C E is a Cartan subalgebra, and the orbits G(x) 
in E under the action of the group G = {exp(zadft): h GM,h = h*} are rel
atively compact. Henceforth, (ZT, M) will always denote an infinite dimensional 
chromatic pair, and A will denote the system of nonzero roots of (E, M). 

Harmonic analysis shows that the linear span of all root spaces is dense in 
E. All results from the finite dimensional root theory carry through for chro
matic pairs. A compactness argument on nets of finite dimensional subalgebras 
shows that two chromatic pairs with isomorphic root systems are algebraically 
isomorphic. Further, (E,M) has a Chevally form, i.e. there exists {xa, ra\ a E A} 
such that xa E i?(a), x* = x_a, a(ra) = 2 where ra = [xa, x„a] and [xa, x^\ 
= n(a, 0)xa+j3 where n(a, j3) E Z. The Cartan integers a<j3> = a(r^) are inde
pendent of the choice of xa. 

2. Henceforth, (E, M) will be simple (that is, A will be indecomposable). 
Simple chromatic pairs can be classified; they fall into the four big classes A, B, 
C,D. The proof for the type A or D cases uses ideas due to Kibler (see 
Kaplansky [4]) but the lack of a bilinear form necessitates modifications. UC A 
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is called a foundation if U is maximal with respect to a</3> = 1 Va, j3 G U, a =£ j3, 
and A always contains a foundation of cardinality > 9. Following Kaplansky 
[4], A is an .//-system if a<]3> = 0, ± 1 Va, |3 G A, a =£ j3. In the sequel, the 
notations 3t(tf; C0) etc. follows de la Harpe's [2] usage, where H is a suitable 
Hilbert space. 

THEOREM 1. Let U C A be a foundation of cardinality > 6. If A is an H-

system, then either 

1. A = AU9 the root system generated by U, in which case (E, M) is of 

type A, or 

2. A = AU{J ^ j 1v G A\ AU9 in which case (E, M) is of type D. 

The proof depends on Lemma 2, adapted from Kaplansky [4], 

LEMMA 2. If A, U are as above and v G A\A^ satisfies v{p) = 1 3jit G t/, 
f/zeft owe £>ƒ the following holds: 

1. <̂77> = <̂At> = 1 3r? G t/,7?^//;*;<£> = () VI G f/, £=£7?, jit, 

2. *><r?> = 0 3T? G f/, r? * M; <̂£> = 1 VI G £/, £ =É r?; 

and proceeds through a case-by-case study of possible root strings to show 
that A is isomorphic to the root system of 8t(tf; C0) or o(H, / R ; C0), and hence 
(£*, M) is of type >1 or D respectively. 

THEOREM 3. Let UC A be a foundation of cardinality > 9, and let F C A 

be a maximal sub H-system such that UCF. If A is not an H-system 9 then 

either 

1. Ba G A\ T such that a<r?> = 2 377 G U, in which case (E, M) is of type 

C,or 

2. 3a G A\T such that r?<a> = 2 3T? G U9 in which case (E9 M) is of type 

B. 

The proof depends on 

LEMMA 4. Let A, T, U be as above. 

1. If a G A \ r satisfies a<r?> = 2 3T? G f/, f/zerc e/f/*er 

(a) a<jii> = 2 VIJL e U9 or 

(b) a<ju> = 0 VfjiE U, ix¥"Q9 in which case a'<jtt> = 2 Vju G [/*, 

w/zere a' = 2r? - a . 

2. /ƒ a G A\T satisfies rç<a> = 2 3T? G f/, J7*ÉW e/Y/zer 

(a) M<a> = 2 \/fjiGU,or 

(b) M<<*> = 0 VM ^ U, M =£ r?, in wfoc/i case jtx<a'> = 2 VM G f/, 

wftere a' = 17 - a; 

and shows via a case-by-case analysis that A is isomorphic to the root 

system of £)o(H, / Q ; C0) or 0 (H, / R ; C0) and hence that (£*, M) is of type C 

or 5 respectively. 
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Thus any simple chromatic pair is the completion, in a suitable norm, of a 
classical simple involutive lie algebra of operators on a Hubert space. 
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